100—D & H Draft Advice

- Consensus on draft advice reached
- Ecology will summarize the draft advice in Ecology’s communication to Remedy Review Board
- Advice will go to Board in June
  - Committee will propose sending approved advice to Remedy Review if possible
- Ecology [will] submit meeting summary as attachment to submittal
- Summary finalized by email adoption

100-F RI/FS & PP Rev 0

- Rev 0 out in May
- Advice, if wanted, will need to be submitted in June
  - Very tight timeframe
  - Needs to be concise
- Issue Managers: Shelley, Dale*, Dan, Liz

Bin

- For PIC: where documents are located and accessible for public (e.g. EPA Remedy Review Board for 100-K)
- CRESP—Whole Board issue, EIC to discuss topic for June (Kim/Steve/Cathy)
- Central Plateau Issue Manager call on Monday 4/14 @ 4:00PM
- Tentative 618-10 VPU Methods Testing Results update

May

- 100-F RI/FS & Proposed Plan Rev. 0
  - Advice Development
  - Use draft A advice as starting point
- ID budget priorities for River & Plateau
- Comm Business—mid-course work plan assessment—adjustments?; potential issues for EIC to discuss at Leadership Retreat
- Principles for Central Plateau Cleanup Briefing (Pam Larson IM)
- Briefing on WESF (Joint w/ TWC)— mini capsules, IG Report, budget

---

**June**

- Briefing on LTS
- Tour?

---

**August**

- RCRA Class 3 mod status update—available? Potential advice for September